
Moving to a 
Million in Speaking

There’s no question that 2020 set many of us 
back in our goals. But can we still make it to 
the million dollar mark? Of course we can. 

Can we earn more money without working 10 times 
harder? You bet! 

Today we’re going to outline the steps, the sys-
tems, and the marketing that will need to be in place 
in order for you to reach new levels in your income. 
Don’t hold back in terms of your goals.

This piece is designed to give you some food for 
thought around your goals and aspirations and what 
it’s going to take to make them come to fruition.

Let’s run through a few questions that might allow 
you to see whether or not your goals are aligned with 
your desire and work ethic.

First, let’s see if you have cleared the space needed 
for your goals.

1. Have you set aside the time to pursue this 
business?

2. Have you put away enough cash to start or 
advance your business?

3. Do you have the energy to launch or reinvent 
your business? A typical speaking business 
takes three years of consistent marketing 
and sales to see results. A reinvention takes 
less time, but still a lot of work.

If you can check these boxes above, let’s move on 
to step two.
Next, let’s identify your income goal:

GROUP A (Annual Income: $50–$150K) 
You have a desire to earn $50–$150K. An income 
that is good by many people’s standards. (Average 
income in 2019 pre-COVID in Canada was $70K 
and average income in the US $63K.)

What’s required to get there? Let’s say you want 
to get to six figures, $100,000. Your fee is $3,500 and 
you’ll need to do 29 speeches or 2.5 per month in 
order to get there.

The numbers: Perhaps it takes 40 connects (emails, 
phone calls, social connects) to equal one booking 
—that’s over 1000 connections and communications 
per year. (This is a really rough average since some-
times a Google search pops up your name and it’s 
one contact and booked. Those, by the way, are gifts 
from heaven. But you likely put out a blog or a pod-
cast or were active on social media for years to show 
up in the Google search high enough to be found, 
so work is required even when it looks like a gift.)

Be Good Marketing: Another way to launch 
quickly is to be good enough from the platform, 
and in front of the right audiences to get two to 
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three spin-offs from each presentation. Your job 
is going to be exponentially harder if this is not 
happening, so spending time, energy and money 

getting your message honed and your delivery epic 
(whether live or virtual) is required.

You are ready for the income range $50–$150K 
if you have these items in place:

�� consistent outbound strategy

�� solid and clear marketing

�� active (focused) social media

�� search engines working for you

�� great presentation
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GROUP B (Annual Income: $150–$500K) 
Your goal is to earn $150–$500K per year. Let’s 
choose the average of $325,000. Your plan might be 
to do 40 engagements at $7,500 per year. When you 
add product sales and other revenue streams, that 
puts you in a comfortable financial position.

At this level, there is likely more team involved, 
and you need a very healthy sales and marketing pipe-
line. You are likely writing every week and posting 
to your blog and various social outlets, perhaps you 
have a column in a well-known publication, you might 
even have a podcast.

Every day I meet new speakers running thru 
my private coaching or classes who have pretty lofty 
financial goals. 

All of the efforts in Group A are required here, 
but now we need more sophisticated systems and 
operations to ensure that the pipeline is staying full. 
It’s not uncommon to let the funnel dry up because 
you are out delivering keynotes or training. But, 

“Although we’ve had to adjust our approach, 
our private coaching and mastermind  
clients are quickly moving towards their 
goals and reaching them.”
— Jane Atkinson

GROUP A: For more information on  
moving through the Ready, Aim, Fire process  

and getting to $50–$100K, check out our  
program for emerging speakers.

www.wealthyspeakerschool.com
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at this stage, it’s very important to keep the engine 
chugging along 24/7.

You are ready for the income range $150–$500 if 
you have these items in place:

�� consistent outbound strategy and lead  
generation

�� solid and clear marketing

�� active (focused) social media

�� search engines working for you

�� really great presentation

�� some partnerships with middlemen/women 
(bureaus, agencies)

�� healthy sales pipeline and systems in place

�� small team in place

GROUP B: If you consider yourself an  
intermediate speaker and are looking for ways  
to get to that next income level, check out my  

new book called “Scaling Your Business.”

www.speakerlauncher.com/shop/

GROUP C (Annual Income: $500K–$1M) 
You want to move past $500K to $1M and beyond. 
Let’s say $1M is the goal. That means your fee is closer 
to $20,000 and you are sitting at 50 speeches per 
year. Now, I know you CAN do more than 50 in a 
year, but I believe that there’s a price to pay physically, 
mentally and with your home life if that happens. 
I heard recently that one of the top speaking super-
stars did 150 engagements at $30K per gig. Now, I 
don’t know this person directly, but I have to won-
der if this takes a toll on his health and happiness at 
home. Is it worth it?

What’s required to get this machine running is 
some hustle, a marketing machine that never stops, a 
solid team who keeps everything running smoothly, 
excellent sales and closing ratios and possibly some 
partners or middlemen/women (i.e., speakers 
bureaus, corporate sponsors, etc.). This could also 
be more of a training operation where you’ve got 
people out delivering your content for you. You may 
have revenue streams outside of speaking like: prod-
ucts, webinars, consulting, coaching, membership 
clubs, courses, groups, live events, etc.

And if you get all of your intellectual property and 
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“The hustle required to get to $100K is not 
that different from the hustle required to 

get to $1M, because now you have a team.”
— Jane Atkinson

sales funnels moved into systems, you may have a 
company that you can sell.

The stakes are higher at this level, the problems 
are attached to bigger price tags. Batching is a great 
way to pump out great content consistently. If you 
love sharing your ideas, are comfortable putting a 
strong team in place around you and are prepared to 
invest in order to get to this level, kudos! Go for it!

You are ready for the income range $500–$1M if 
you have these items in place:

�� consistent outbound strategy with multiple 
lead generation streams

�� solid and clear marketing

�� active (focused) social media

�� search engines working for you

�� very healthy partnerships with middlemen 
(bureaus, agencies, sponsors)

�� epic presentation

�� robust sales pipeline and well oiled systems  
in place

�� multiple team members in place—everyone 
working in their specialties

�� self-managing business—runs 24/7 with or 
without you

EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULES
I love nothing more than sharing different ways of 
doing things.

Joe Calloway, although retired now, was in 
Group C and guess what? He had no staff, he didn’t 
schlep product, or sell back of room at gigs. Nor did 
he have six different income streams. He had evolved 
from keynotes to round table discussions for small 
groups. Book sales were in advance. Joe’s goal was 
to keep his business incredibly simple and invest 
wisely in other arenas, like real estate and startups.

I interviewed David Avrin for our podcast called 
Sales Secrets for Booking More Business and he men-
tioned the strategy of keeping the fee reasonable 
($10–$15K) in order to remain very busy. He has a 
strong team and several diverse revenue streams.

There is never only one way to do this business.
I hope I have laid out some ideas and some work 

requirements that will allow you to see where you 
might up your game or opt out. Remember, this is 
your business to run however you choose and based 
on what’s perfect for you!

Are your financial goals aligned with the items you 
were able to check off this list?  If so, congratulations!  
If not, we’re standing by to help.

See you soon….

GROUP C: If you’re reaching some high levels  
in your business but know you need the  

edge to kick it up even higher, you might  
consider a Focus 40 Session with Jane.

www.speakerlauncher.com/focus40/
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JANE ATKINSON has been helping speakers  
catapult their businesses for nearly 30 years. 
Have you got a desire to grow your speaking 
business? 

Check out The Wealthy Speaker School:   
www.wealthyspeakerschool.com

Tune in and listen to DAVID AVRIN 
share his secrets for booking more gigs 
and the systems you need to put in 
place to excel!

www.speakerlauncher.com/booking-
more-speaking-gigs/
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